
WHY DO ROCKS WEATHER?
An outcrop is bedrock exposed at Earth’s sur-
face. When rocks that formed within Earth’s
crust are uplifted and exposed to wind, water,
and biological processes, their new environment
changes them. Rocks change in observable prop-
erties and mineral composition. The breakdown
of rock due to physical or chemical changes is
called weathering. See Figure 4-1.

Physical Weathering
Physical weathering changes the size and/or
shape of a rock without changing the rock’s
chemical composition. For example, the rock
may be broken into smaller pieces. Frost action
(frost wedging) is an important agent of physical
weathering in climates that have seasonal tem-
perature changes. In these areas the temperature
is alternately above and below the freezing tem-
perature of water, 0°C. In weathering by frost ac-
tion, water seeps into cracks in rocks. As the
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Figure 4-1. Most weathering occurs when rock is exposed
to the atmosphere or groundwater.As solid rock is broken
apart, weathering usually increases.
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water freezes, its volume increases. The increase
in volume makes the cracks in the rock a little
larger each time the water freezes. When the ice
melts and the resulting liquid water evaporates,
the rock is left more open than before. Over



time, the freezing and melting of water in the
cracks causes the rock to break apart.

Plant roots that grow in the cracks of rocks
and animals that burrow beneath the ground are
also agents of physical weathering. As a plant
grows, its roots invade the crevices of a rock and
hold them open. When animals burrow, they ex-
pose new rock surfaces to weathering.

When flowing water in a stream carries rock
particles, the particles bump and rub against one
another and the streambed. These collisions
wear down the particles by abrasion, a form of
physical weathering. Wind also causes particles
of sediment to abrade exposed rock surfaces.
Moving ice in glaciers drags, scrapes, and breaks
rocks apart. Wave action constantly attacks
rocks and sediment along shorelines. Even grav-
ity alone can cause rocks to fall and break.There
are five major natural agents of abrasion: flowing
water, moving ice, waves, wind, and gravity.

Some rock-forming minerals are harder than
others. Quartz (silica) and feldspars resist physi-
cal weathering. However, softer minerals, such as
mica and clay, are quickly broken by physical
weathering.

Chemical Weathering
Deep within Earth’s crust, most minerals remain
stable. However, when these rocks are uplifted
and exposed to the atmosphere and hydros-
phere, they often undergo chemical weathering.
Chemical weathering changes the mineral com-
position of rock, forming new substances. The
greater the exposed surface area, the faster the
rate of chemical weathering.

The rusting of iron is an example of chemical
weathering. Iron rusts in the presence of oxygen
and water. The iron atoms combine with oxygen
atoms to form rust (iron oxide). When feldspar
is uplifted to Earth’s surface, it weathers to clay.
Figure 4-2 shows that as granite weathers, the
percentage of feldspar in a sample eventually
decreases dramatically.The original minerals are
replaced mostly by clay and iron oxide.

Chemical weathering usually requires water
to bring about mineral changes. Heat also speeds
most chemical weathering. Thus, chemical
weathering takes place most rapidly in warm,
moist climates. See Figure 4-3.

Some minerals resist chemical weathering
better than others. Quartz, a common mineral in

beach sand, is relatively stable and resistant to
chemical weathering. However, olivine, a min-
eral that is common deep within Earth, quickly
weathers to clay when it is exposed to the at-
mosphere and hydrosphere. For this reason,
quartz is very common in sediments but olivine
is rarely found in exposed sedimentary bedrock.
Limestone is a fairly hard rock that resists phys-
ical weathering; but  its calcite is decomposed by
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Figure 4-2. As granite weathers, the amount of the
feldspars decreases as the amount of clay minerals and
iron oxide increases.
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Figure 4-3. The type of rock weathering largely depends
on the local climate. In general, chemical weathering
dominates in warm moist climates, while cooler climates
favor physical weathering (especially frost action).

Weathering and Climate



exposure to acids. Rainwater absorbs carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere and organic acids
from soil to become slightly acidic.Atmospheric
pollutants, such as the oxides of sulfur and nitro-
gen, can make rainwater unnaturally acidic.
When limestone is exposed to these acids, the
acids react with the calcite in the limestone. The
product of the reaction is soluble in water and is
carried away by water.

Q U E S T I O N S
Part A

1. Chemical weathering is most active is a cli-
mate that is   (1) warm and dry   (2) warm
and moist   (3) cold and dry   (4) cold and
moist

2. If you leave a bottle of water outside on a
cold winter night, the water may freeze,
causing the bottle to break.This is an exam-
ple of   (1) physical weathering   (2) chemi-
cal weathering   (3) water erosion   (4) ice
erosion

3. The rock below was exposed at Earth’s sur-
face for a long time. What caused layers A
and B to be different from layers X and Y?

(1)   Layers A and B were more exposed to
the elements than layers X and Y (2) Lay-
ers A and B are composed of minerals with
lower numbers on Mohs scale. (3) Layers
A and B have less mineral cement than and
are softer than layers X and Y. (4) Layers
A and B contain minerals more resistant to
weathering than layers X and Y.

4. Which property probably has the least effect
on the rate at which a rock weathers?   

(1) how long it is exposed to the atmosphere
(2) the average density of its minerals   
(3) the hardness of the minerals   (4) how
much surface is exposed

5. What is the most common form of weather-
ing at high-latitude and high-altitude loca-
tions?   (1) frost action   (2) chemical
weathering   (3) mineral changes   (4) solu-
tion in water

6. An iron nail will rust when it is left outside.
What type of weathering is this?   (1) frost
wedging   (2) rock abrasion   (3) physical
weathering   (4) chemical weathering

7. What natural process is best represented by
the diagram below?

(1) frost wedging   (2) rock abrasion   
(3) physical weathering   (4) chemical
weathering

8. A student broke the piece of rock shown
below from a much larger rock. The arrow
points from what was the outer surface of
the large rock toward the former inside.The
change in color by the arrow shows a form
of weathering similar to

(1)   water expanding when it freezes to
break a metal pipe   (2) a rock being rolled
along the bottom of a fast-moving stream
(3) the body of a car decomposing due to ex-
posure to salt and water   (4) very small par-
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ticles of sediment blown around due to
strong winds

9. In moist climates where temperatures alter-
nate between warm days well above 0°C
and cold nights well below 0°C, why do
rocks break apart?   (1) Cooling causes
rocks to expand. (2) Frost forms when ice
melts. (3) water expands when it freezes
(4) water boils and contracts at 100° C

Part B

10. The diagram below represents a cross-sec-
tional profile of a particular location.

Which rock type appears to best resist
weathering and erosion?   (1)   Rome sand-
stone   (2) Florence basalt   (3) Milan lime-
stone   (4) Trieste shale

Base your answers to questions 11 through 16
on the following data table. The data are the re-
sults of an experiment in which a student shook,
one type at a time, 200 grams of four types of
different rocks mixed with water.The rocks were
shaken with equal energy for a total of 30 min-
utes.

Mass of Rock Sample Remaining (g)

Rock-Shaking Rock 
Time (min) Shale Marble Salt Limestone

0 200 200 200 200

5 160 200 120 200

10 125 200 60 195

15 100 190 20 170

20 75 180 0 150

25 55 175 0 135

30 50 175 0 125

Rome
sandstone

Milan
limestone

Florence
basalt

Trieste
shale

Trieste
shale

Rome
sandstone

11. Which best explains why the mass of each
rock sample remaining after 30 minutes of
shaking was different?   (1) Each rock was
in a different container. (2) Some rocks
had more initial mass than others.
(3) Some rocks were shaken longer than
others   (4) Each rock had a different com-
position.

12. How did the amount of shale change
through time?   (1) The mass increased, but
it increased most quickly at the beginning.
(2) The mass increased, but it increased
most quickly at the end. (3) The mass de-
creased, but it decreased most quickly at the
beginning. (4) The mass decreased, but it
decreased most quickly at the end.

13. Which rock type was most easily weathered
by abrasion?   (1) shale   (2) marble   (3) rock
salt   (4) limestone

14. What percent of shale remained after 30
minutes?   (1) 10%   (2) 25%   (3) 50%   
(4) 100%

15. This experiment was an investigation of
rock   (1) weathering   (2) transportation
(3) erosion   (4) foliation

16. Compared to the original samples, how
would the appearance of rock particles have
changed? The rock particles remaining
would be   (1) more angular   (2) larger   
(3) more rounded   (4) softer

17. In which month is physical weathering likely
to be especially active and chemical weath-
ering relatively inactive in New York State?
(1) January   (2) April   (3) July   (4) October

HOW DO SOILS FORM?
Soil is the mixture of weathered rock, microor-
ganisms, and organic remains that usually covers
bedrock. The texture of a soil depends on the
size of the particles it contains. Clay-rich soils
tend to feel smooth. Soils rich in sand are more
likely to feel gritty.The composition of a soil de-
pends on the rocks from which it weathered and
the local climate. Under natural conditions, bio-
logical, physical, and chemical weathering
processes are usually involved in the develop-
ment of soils.
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Physical weathering breaks solid rock into
small particles. Chemical weathering changes
the minerals, often increasing the clay content.
Plants and animals add organic materials in the
form of waste products and the remains of dead
organisms. The decay of organic remains pro-
duces organic acids, which speed chemical
weathering. Burrowing animals, such as earth-
worms, insects, and rodents, help air and water
circulate through the soil and mix mineral and
organic matter. Figure 4-4 shows how soil can
be classified by texture. In addition to their min-
eral content, soils contain air, water, and organic
matter in highly variable percentages. The local
climate is an important factor in determining
this. For example, a bog soil in a moist climate
can be nearly all organic matter and water.

The slow formation of soil in place produces
layers known as soil horizons. When soil re-
mains where it formed, it is a residual soil. See
Figure 4-5.The top layer is usually the best layer
for growing crops because it is rich in dark-col-
ored organic matter called humus. However,
some important minerals may have been trans-
ported deeper into the soil by groundwater in-
filtration (leaching). The lowest layer of the soil
is usually composed of broken bedrock, which
may merge into solid bedrock. Bedrock is the
solid layer of rock beneath the soil horizons.

Most of the soils of New York State do not
show the complete development of horizons.

Continental glaciers from the north repeatedly
covered the area that became New York. These
glaciers stripped the soils from where they
originally formed and moved them southward
to become transported soils. The most recent
withdrawal of continental ice sheets was only
about 10,000 to 20,000 years ago. As a result,
the lowest soil horizon (broken bedrock) is
generally missing, and weathered soil often 
sits directly on top of a hard, smoothed bed-
rock surface as you can see in Figure 4-6 on
page 100.
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Figure 4-4. Soils can be classified according to their
content of sand, silt, and clay-size particles. Each pie graph
is labeled by soil type.

Soil Compositions

Figure 4-5. Weathering, leaching, and organic processes gradually change exposed bedrock into
mature soil.These processes produce layers known as soil horizons.



Protecting the Soil
Soil is a resource that must be protected. It may
take hundreds of years for just 1 centimeter of
topsoil to form. Human technology has con-
tributed to the loss of soil. For example, con-
struction and mining projects have moved great
amounts of rock and soil from their original lo-
cations. Destruction of plant cover and poor
farming and forestry practices have left soil ex-
posed and unprotected. Running water and
wind quickly carry away the exposed soil.

Salt used to remove ice from roads in winter
is washed into the soil at the side of the road. If
the concentration of salt in the soil is high
enough, plants will not grow there. Without
plants to hold the sediments in place, erosion can
rapidly carry away the soil.

Q U E S T I O N S
Part A

18. In many parts of western New York State,
the local bedrock is the sedimentary rock
shale. Yet, metamorphic minerals such as
garnet are sometimes found in the soils of
these areas. What do these exotic minerals
tell us about the soils of New York State?
(1) Shale can also be a metamorphic rock.
(2) Some soils are the result of frequent me-
teor impacts. (3) The soils of these areas
were transported from the north. (4) Phys-
ical weathering has turned clay into garnet.

19. The graph above shows four possible lines
on a single set of axes.Which line best shows
how the depth of a soil depends upon how
long it has been forming?

(1)   A (2) B (3) C (4) D

20. The composition of a soil that formed in
place is primarily a function of   (1) the ele-
vation above sea level   (2) the average an-
nual temperature   (3) the minerals in the
bedrock   (4) the age of the bedrock

21. Most plants grow best in a soil that is com-
posed of   (1) solid bedrock   (2) only organic
material   (3) broken up fragments of
bedrock   (4) weathered rock and organic
material

22. Which of the following changes would most
likely cause the soils in New York State to
become thicker?   (1) frequent floods   
(2) dryer conditions   (3) increased biologi-
cal activity   (4) longer winters with little
snowfall

PART B

Base your answers to questions 23 and 24 on
the photo below, which shows a soil profile ex-
posed by beach erosion along a rocky shoreline.
Unlike layers A, B, and C, layer D is solid
bedrock.

23. Which layer in this profile has the greatest
percentage of organic content?   (1) A
(2) B (3) C (4) D
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Figure 4-6. In some New York State locations, glaciers
have scraped away the soil and there has not been
enough weathering and time for new soil to form.



24. How did this soil originate?   (1) erosion of
organic materials   (2) weathering and bio-
logical activity   (3) melting followed by
crystallization   (4) changed caused by heat
and pressure deep within Earth

HOW ARE WEATHERED MATERIALS
TRANSPORTED?
Rocks that have been broken into fragments, re-
gardless of their size, are called sediments. The
mineral composition or other characteristics of
sediments may be unrelated to the properties of
the underlying bedrock. In such a case, the sedi-
ments must have formed elsewhere and then
been transported from their place of origin. Ero-
sion is the transportation of sediments most
often by water, wind, or glaciers—the agents of
erosion. These sediments are deposited in a dif-
ferent location.

The force of gravity drives most forms of ero-
sion. For example, weathering weakens a rock
on a cliff. Gravity causes the weakened rock to
fall to the bottom of the cliff. Piles of talus (bro-
ken rock) accumulate at the bottom of a cliff.
Continued erosion, perhaps helped by wind or
water, moves the sediment downslope, away
from the cliff.

Erosion by Gravity Acting Alone
Have you ever seen rock debris that has fallen
onto a road or to the bottom of a cliff as in Fig-
ure 4-7? The downhill movement of rock or sed-
iment without being carried by water, wind, or
ice is known as mass movement, or mass wasting.
Material can slide, flow, or fall to its resting place.
Although the sediment is not really carried by
water, water in the sediment can act as a lubri-
cating agent that makes mass movement more
likely.Alternate freezing and thawing also accel-
erates this process. Mass movement includes
slow creep, slumping, landslides, and even the
falling of individual rocks.

Erosion by Water
Each year, the streams and rivers of the world
carry millions of tons of sediment downstream
and into the oceans. Running water, the main
agent of erosion in moist areas, transports sedi-
ments in several ways. The smallest particles

(ions) are carried in solution. Solution particles
are so small they cannot be filtered out of the
water. Sediments in suspension can be filtered
out of the water. However, particles in suspen-
sion are too small to settle on their own. The
flowing water rolls or bounces the largest and
most dense particles along the streambed. Parti-
cles of low density, especially organic matter, are
carried along the surface by flotation.

The relationship of the size of the transported
particle to water velocity is shown in Figure 4-8.
The graph shows that the water velocity needed
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Figure 4-7. This pile of rocks is the result of mass
movement of the weathered rock of this cliff.

Figure 4-8. There is a direct relationship between the
velocity of a stream and the size of the particles it can
transport.This generalized graph shows the water velocity
needed to maintain, but not start, movement of particles.
This graph can be found on page 6 of the Earth Science
Reference Tables.
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to transport particles of sediment depends on
the size of the mineral and rock particles. Parti-
cles in solution and suspension can be carried by
slow-moving water. However, particles rolled
along the bottom of the stream require faster
stream velocities to move them. A convenient
method to estimate the velocity of a stream is to
observe the size of the sediment particles that
have been carried along the bottom of the
stream. Faster streams contain larger particles of
sediment. Slow-moving streams can transport
only the smaller particles of sediment.

Velocity of Streams Although the term “veloc-
ity” often includes both speed and direction,
“stream velocity” will be used here as a synonym
of stream speed. The slope (gradient) and the
amount of water flowing in the stream (or
stream discharge) control the stream’s velocity.
As the stream gradient increases, so does the ve-
locity of the water flowing in the stream. Veloc-
ity is also increased by an increase in the amount
of water flowing in the stream. Most of the ero-
sion caused by running water takes place when
streams are in flood stage. Flooding causes an in-
crease in both the amount of water and the ve-
locity of the water. Therefore, it usually takes a
flood to move large boulders.

The speed of a stream is a balance between
the force of gravity pulling the water downhill
and the frictional forces slowing the stream.
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Figure 4-9. Gravity pulling water downhill and friction with
the banks of the stream, the streambed, and even with the
air determine the velocity of a stream.Therefore streams
have the greatest velocity near the center of the stream,
just below the surface.

A
B

Figure 4-10. When a stream flows around a meander, or bend, the fastest current swings to the outside of the bend as
shown by the longer arrows.The circles in the cross sections at A, B, and C also show there the current is fastest. Note that
the stream is deepest where the current flows fastest.Therefore, erosion usually occurs on the outside banks of the
meanders, while deposition takes place where the water moves slower on the inside banks.This is the way streams
change their courses.
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Water usually flows fastest near the center of the
stream away from the stream banks and the
streambed. There is even a small amount of fric-
tion with the air above the water. Therefore, the
fastest flow is commonly found at midstream just
below the water’s surface as shown in Figure 4-9.

Streams with broad, flat valleys often develop
S-shaped curves called meanders.At a bend in a
stream, the fastest-flowing water swings to the
outside of the bend, causing erosion along the
outer bank of the meander. The slowest-moving
water stays to the inside of the bend, causing
deposition along the inner bank of the meander.
Figure 4-10 shows where streams generally flow
fastest in meanders.



Erosion by Wind
Another agent of erosion is wind. It can pick up
loose rock materials, such as sand, silt, and clay,
and carry them away. Wind erosion occurs
mainly in areas, such as deserts and beaches,
where there is little plant life to hold soil in
place.

You might think that wind is the dominant
agent of erosion in desert regions such as the
American Southwest. In fact, isolated areas
where wind erosion is active can be found
throughout the United States. But the infre-
quent thunderstorms that occur in most desert
areas actually cause far more erosion than wind.

Erosion by Ice
During the winter, most of North America re-
ceives precipitation as snow. In most places, the
snow melts long before the following winter.
However, if more snow were to accumulate in
the winter than melted in the summer, the snow
on the bottom would turn to ice. This is most
likely to occur in the Polar Regions and at high
altitude. When the ice became thick enough, its
weight would cause it to move under the pull of
gravity.

A glacier is a large mass of slowly flowing
ice. As a glacier moves, it carries, pushes, and
drags loose rock material. The glacier, with
pieces of rock embedded in its ice, acts like a
huge abrasion system. It smoothes, striates
(scratches), and grooves bedrock. When the ice
melts, unsorted rocks and boulders are left scat-
tered around on hilltops and the sides of val-
leys.

A continental glacier deepens and widens
valleys parallel to its movement. It grinds down
the hills, leaving them polished and rounded.
As a valley glacier moves, it scours away the
rock to make a U-shaped glacial valley in which
the valley walls may be nearly vertical. Valleys
eroded by streams are more often V-shaped
with narrow valley floors. Figure 4-11 shows the
erosion caused by valley glaciers.

In some ways, valley glaciers are like streams
and rivers, but glaciers move much more slowly.
The ice may move forward less than 1 meter (3
feet) a day. However, like the water in streams,
the ice in a valley glacier moves the fastest near
the center of the flowing ice.
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Figure 4-11. The top photo shows a typical stream-eroded
landscape with a V-shaped valley. If such a landscape
were covered by a glacier, such shown in the center photo,
the glacier would carve the valley into broader, U-shape.
The bottom image is a glacier-eroded U-shaped valley in
the western Finger Lakes region of New York State.

Characteristic Changes Caused by
Agents of Erosion
Each agent of erosion causes characteristic
changes in particles of sediment that can give us
clues to how the material was transported.
Rough and angular particles deposited at the
base of a cliff usually indicate that gravity alone
is responsible for transporting the rock a short
distance. In this case, the rock particles often
have freshly exposed surfaces, as well as older
surfaces that are more weathered. Sedimentary
particles carried by a stream are usually rounded



and polished because the current tumbled them
about in the stream.A rock exposed to the wind
will develop a smooth flat surface where the
wind and wind-blown sand hit it. As wind direc-
tion changes and different surfaces are exposed
to wind erosion, the rock develops smooth, flat
surfaces, or facets, with distinct edges. These an-
gular rocks are called ventifacts. Wind-worn
rocks are often pitted where softer minerals
have been scoured by the wind. Rocks trans-
ported by a glacier are usually partially rounded
by abrasion and are often scratched (striated) on
some faces as a result of being dragged along the
bottom of the glacier. See Figure 4-12.

ken rock that falls to the bottom of a cliff
(4) water evaporating into the atmosphere

27. The photo below shows five natural rocks,
including igneous, sedimentary, and meta-
morphic rocks.What do all five rocks appear
to have in common?

(1) They have the same mineral composi-
tion. (2) They formed by the same geolog-
ical processes. (3) They were eroded by
abrasion in a stream. (4) They have the
same hardness and density.

28. Which term below means almost the same
as erosion?   (1) weathering   (2) trans-
portation   (3) chemical change   (4) gravi-
tational force

Base your answers to questions 29 through 32
on the diagram below, which represents a me-
andering river. Neither the gradient nor the
stream volume changes within this part of the
river. Arrows show the general direction in
which the water is flowing.

a b

Y
Z

X
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Figure 4-12. Each agent of erosion produces a
characteristic shape and texture in rocks. Rocks tumbled in
running water are round and smooth. Glacial rocks are
often partly rounded with scratches (striations).Wind-
eroded rocks (ventifacts) are smooth and angular with
pitted surfaces.Talus rocks (from rock falls) are rough and
angular and may show some fresh and some weathered
surfaces.

Running
water

Glacial Ice

Wind

Gravity fall

Q U E S T I O N S
Part A

25. What is the minimum rate of flow at which
water can usually keep pebbles 1.0 centime-
ter in diameter moving downstream?   (1) 50
cm/s   (2) 100 cm/s   (3) 150 cm/s   (4) 200
cm/s

26. Which movement of Earth materials is not
driven by the force of gravity?   (1) rocks
pushed and carried by a glacier   (2) dis-
solved salt carried by a large river   (3) bro-



29. At which letters is deposition most likely
taking place?   (1) X, only   (2) Y, only   (3)
Z, only   (4) X and Y, but not Z

30. Where is the stream most likely flowing the
fastest?   (1) X, only   (2) Y, only   (3) Z only
(4) X and Y, but not Z.

31. Which figure below best represents a cross
section of the river along line a–b?

32. The photo below shows a bend in the
Susquehanna River near Oneonta in central
New York State. What letter on the stream
diagram on page 104 best represents the po-
sition that the arrow is pointing to?

(1)   X, only   (2) Y, only   (3) Z, only   (4) X
and Y, but not Z.

33. An observer notes that in a particular part
of a stream, the water transports clay, silt,
sand, pebbles and cobbles, but not boulders.
What is the approximate stream velocity?
(1) 50 cm/sc   (2) 100 cm/s   (3) 250 cm/s   
(4) 400 cm/s

34. The photo above shows two rocks. Each
coin in this photo is approximately 1 cm
across. How are these rocks best classified?

a b

a b

a b

a b

(1) (3)

(2) (4)

(1) silt   (2) sand   (3) pebbles   (4) cobbles

35. What change is most likely to cause a river
to flow faster?   (1) an increase in discharge
(2) a decrease in gradient   (3) temperatures
well below freezing   (4) an increase in sed-
iment load

Part B

36. The rock particles in the diagram below
were nearly the same shape when they were
dropped into a fast-flowing stream.They are
all the same kind of rock. They were later
taken from the stream at different places
downstream. Which rock was recovered
from a location closest to where they were
dropped into the stream?

37. If a river is flowing at a speed of 50 cen-
timeters per second, what kind of sediments
can it transport?   (1) silt and sand   (2) silt,
sand, and pebbles   (3) silt, sand, pebbles, and
cobbles   (4) silt, sand, pebbles, cobbles, and
boulders

38. How are particles of sand and pebbles that
are less dense than water carried by a
stream?   (1) by bouncing along the bottom
in traction   (2) by solution in water   (3) by
chemical weathering   (4) by floating on the
surface

WHAT IS DEPOSITION?
When an agent of erosion deposits, or stops
transporting, particles of earth materials (sedi-
ments), the process is called deposition. Deposi-

(1) (2) (3) (4)
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tion is also called sedimentation. Agents of ero-
sion, such as gravity, water, ice, and wind, are also
agents of deposition.

Factors That Affect Deposition
The rate at which sediments are deposited by
water and wind depends on the size, shape, and
density of the sediment particles and the speed
of the transporting medium.

Particle Size Smaller particles, such as clay and
silt, settle more slowly than cobbles and boul-
ders. Very small particles (less than 0.001 mil-
limeter in size) may be held in solution or
suspension indefinitely.The smallest particles do
not settle out of a water solution unless the so-
lution becomes saturated. For example, in some
parts of the Persian Gulf, evaporation leaves the
remaining water so rich in salt that the water be-
comes saturated. This means that it can hold no
more salt in solution. If more water evaporates,
salt crystallizes and settles to the bottom. The
salt crystals that form and settle out of solution
are called precipitates, and the process is called
precipitation.

Particle Shape Friction between water and the
surfaces of particles slows the settling process.
Therefore, flat, angular, and irregularly shaped
particles that have more surface area settle more
slowly than smooth, rounded particles.

Particle Density Among particles of the same
average size and shape, denser particles settle
faster, while less dense particles take longer to
settle.

Settling Rate and Settling Time There is an in-
verse relationship between the rate of settling
and the settling time. Sediments that settle at a
faster rate require less settling time. Thus, as the
rate of settling increases, the settling time de-
creases.

Sorting of Sediments
The velocity of a transporting medium plays a
major role in determining when the deposition
of particles will occur. Deposition is usually the
result of a reduction in the velocity (slowing) of

a transporting medium. For example, when a
stream enters a large body of water, such as an
ocean, the stream’s velocity decreases as it mixes
with the still water. Particles of sediment begin
to settle. The largest, roundest, and densest par-
ticles are deposited first near the ocean’s shore-
line. The smallest, flattest, and least-dense
particles are carried farthest from shore. The
separation of particles, in this case, is called hor-
izontal sorting. Figure 4-14 shows a similar pat-
tern of deposition at the end of a steep canyon
where floodwater slows.

When particles settle in calm water, the
roundest, largest, and densest particles quickly
settle at the bottom of a layer, while the flattest,
smallest, and least-dense particles settle later at
the top of the same layer. This kind of vertical
sorting may occur when a landslide suddenly
dumps particles of many sizes into still water.
Figure 4-13 shows a procedure you can use to
watch this process.

A series of depositional events, such as a suc-
cession of underwater landslides in deep water,
can cause a type of vertical sorting known as
graded bedding.An abrupt change in the particle
size—from coarse sediments upward to very fine
sediments—separates one graded bed from an-
other. Each graded bed represents a period of
deposition or a single, distinct depositional event,
such as one landslide as shown in Figure 4-15.

Deposition by Gravity
When gravity acts alone as the agent of erosion,
the sediments deposited are not sorted. Where
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Figure 4-13. When a jar of water and sediments of mixed
sizes is shaken, the largest, roundest, and most-dense
particles tend to settle to the bottom first.The gradual
change in sediment size from bottom to top is known as
vertical sorting.
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pieces of weathered rock have fallen, you will
find a talus pile of angular rocks of many differ-
ent sizes mixed together. Figure 4-12 on page 104
shows characteristics that can help you decide
what agent of erosion and deposition has shaped
particles of sediment.

Deposition in Water
The size of sediment particles carried by a
stream indicates the stream’s velocity. Large
boulders and cobbles are generally found in the
fastest parts of streams. Finer sediments indicate
a slower current. As a river slows, it drops some
of the sediment it carries.To keep the slower sec-
tions of a river deep enough for boats to pass,
sediments that accumulate in those sections
must be dredged out.

Where a river or stream enters a lake or
ocean, the water slows and drops its load of

sediment, often in a fan-shaped deposit. This
deposit is called a delta because it resembles
the Greek letter delta (D), an ancestor of our
letter D. The land around New Orleans,
Louisiana, is a delta deposited by the Missis-
sippi River as it slows upon entering the Gulf
of Mexico.

Deposition by Wind
Wind-blown sediments tend to be finer than
those deposited by other agents of erosion. Air
is less dense than water, so the wind usually
does not have enough force to move the largest
particles, such as pebbles. You can see hills of
wind-blown sand, called dunes, at some beaches
as well as in certain desert valleys. Sand is
blown up the windward side of the dune and
deposited along a steeper slope on the leeward
(downwind) side as you can see in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-14. Horizontal sorting occurs at the end of a steep canyon. Larger particles are
deposited first.The smaller sediments can be carried a greater distance from the end of the
canyon.Also notice that the thickness of the sedimentary layer decreases downhill.

Boulders
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Figure 4-15. Layers of graded bedding represent a series
of depositional events each of which shows vertical
sorting.

Figure 4-16. In the formation of a sand dune, wind usually
carries the sand up the gentler windward slope and drops
it on the steeper down-wind slope that is more shielded
from the wind.This dune is being formed by winds blowing
left to right.

Prevailing wind direction



Layers that meet at different angles, a feature
known as cross-bedding, are common in sedi-
ments deposited by wind. Most desert areas,
however, are dominated by rocky soils that
were deposited by flash floods in occasional
thunderstorms.

Deposition by Glaciers
Throughout Earth’s history there have been ice
ages, long periods when glacial ice covered
large parts of the continents. Ice has advanced
over Eastern North America at least four times
over just the past 2 million years. Geologists
have learned about this from the sediments the
ice transported southward and the features it
left on the land. In New York, transported soils
are more common than residual soils.The Pleis-
tocene (10,000 to 2 million years ago) ice sheets
that covered mountains as well as valleys in
New York State have left rounded mountain-
tops and polished, grooved, and striated
bedrock.

Glaciers produce two kinds of deposits. Ma-
terial deposited directly by moving ice contains
a wide range of particle sizes that are not
sorted or layered. Sediments deposited by
streams of meltwater, on the other hand, usu-
ally contain layers in which sediments are
sorted by particle size. When we see ice-age
sediments, we can usually tell whether they
were deposited by the advancing ice or de-
posited by meltwater.

Deposition directly by glacial ice occurs
when a glacier melts and sediments are re-
leased. Unlike water deposits, sediment left by
melting glacial ice usually contains clay, sand,
cobbles, and boulders mixed together. These
unsorted deposits (till) left by glacial ice are
often found in ridges and mounds. Glacial er-
ratics are large rocks that were transported by
glacial ice without being broken into small par-
ticles. They often rest high above stream val-
leys, which shows that they could not have been
deposited by running water. Partial rounding
and striations (scratches) on smooth surfaces
also indicate transport by glaciers. Erratics, as
with other glacial deposits, commonly differ in
composition from the bedrock on which they
rest.

Q U E S T I O N S
Part A

39. Which statement best describes sediments
deposited by the ice in glaciers and rivers?
(1) Glacial deposits and river sediments are
both sorted into layers. (2) Glacial deposits
are sorted into layers, while river sediments
are unsorted. (3) Glacial deposits by ice are
unsorted and river sediments are sorted into
layers. (4) Glacial deposits and river sedi-
ments are both unsorted and not layered

40. As a stream slows, which sediments are 
deposited first?   (1) the largest and most-
dense particles   (2) the largest and least-
dense particles   (3) the smallest and most-
dense particles   (4)   the smallest and least-
dense particles

Base your answers to questions 41 through 44
on the image below, which is a satellite photo-
graph of Taughannock Falls State Park near
Ithaca, New York. In this image, Taughannock
Creek flows toward the northeast. Use this
image to answer the following four questions.

41. What is the depositional landform seen at
the end of the creek?   (1) tributary   
(2) stream   (3) deposition   (4) delta

42. Why does the creek deposit sediments in the
lake?   (1) Large waves on the lake cause
deposition. (2) The creek slows as water en-
ters the lake. (3) The sediments become
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waterlogged. (4) Water stirs up pebbles on
the bottom of the lake

43. Where would you find particles of clay with
no sand or pebbles?   (1) in the bottom of
the creek bed   (2) in the middle of the delta
(3) at the bottom of the high stream banks
(4) in the deepest parts of the lake

44. Taughannock Creek transports most of its
sediment load in occasional floods. Which
diagram below best represents sediments
deposited in the lake by flood events.

45. How many floods are represented by the
sediments in choice (4) above?   (1) 1
(2) 2   (3) 3   (4) 4

Part B

46. The photograph below is a view of Amar-
gosa Dunes in California. The camera was
pointing west.

Most likely, the winds have been blowing from
the   (1) north   (2) south   (3) east   (4) west

Base your answers to questions 47 through 
49 on the diagram below, which is a cross-
sectional profile of a river entering an ocean.
Arrows show the direction of the current. The

TOP

BOTTOM
(1) (2) (3) (4)

data table describes the sediments in zones
A–D.

47. How is this pattern of horizontal sorting
produced?   (1) Larger particles are gener-
ally deposited first. (2) Rounded particles
generally settle more slowly. (3) Dissolved
minerals are generally deposited first.
(4) High-density sediments generally settle
more slowly.

48. The sedimentary rock siltstone is most likely
to form for sediments in which zone?   (1) A
(2) B (3) C (4) D

49. Which graph below best shows the relation-
ship between the density of particles and
their positions on the diagram above?
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Chapter Review Questions
PART A

1. A stream deposits sediments as it enters a
lake. As the distance from the mouth (end)
of the stream toward the center of the lake
increases, the average diameters of the par-
ticles along the bottom of the lake   (1) de-
creases   (2) increases   (3) decreases and
then increases   (4) increases and then de-
creases

2. What agent most likely transported the rock
shown in the image below? (A coin is shown
for scale)

(1)   a river   (2) the wind   (3) a glacier   
(4) gravity acting alone

3. Rocks transported in which way are likely
to be less weathered than those transported
by the other three methods?   (1) running
water   (2) gravity falls   (3) strong winds   
(4) glacial ice

4. If a river flows at a rate of 500 centime-
ters/second, what is the largest rock it can
transport?   (1) sand   (2) pebbles   (3) cob-
bles   (4) boulders

5. Which agents of erosion and deposition
generally sort sediments by grain size?   (1)
wind, water, and glaciers   (2) wind and
water, but not glaciers   (3) wind, but not
water and glaciers   (4) not wind, not water,
and not glaciers

6. The photo below shows a marble grave-
stone in a remote part of the Adirondack
Mountains of New York State.

What has been the major cause of changes
in this gravestone over the past 50 years?
(1) wind abrasion   (2) chemical weathering
(3) water erosion   (4) metamorphism

7. Which two factors are most likely to affect
the amount of erosion done by a stream? 
(1) direction of flow and water temperature
(2) elevation and the wind direction   
(3) longitude and mineral content of sedi-
ments   (4) gradient and discharge volume

Base your answers to questions 8 and 9 on the
photo below, which was taken in Southern Cal-
ifornia.
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8. What was the major event that formed this
sand dune?   (1) wind erosion   (2) water
erosion   (3) wind deposition   (4) water dep-
osition

9. What is the most likely direction of the pre-
vailing winds in this location?   (1) left to
right   (2) right to left   (3) foreground to
background   (4) background to foreground

10. When is physical weathering most active in
New York State?   (1) winter   (2) spring   
(3) summer   (4) autumn

PART B

Base your answers to questions 11 through 13
on the graph above, which shows how the min-
eral composition of a sample of rock that was
exposed to the atmosphere changed over time.

11. What process does this graph best illustrate?
(1) erosion   (2) weathering   (3) recrystal-
lization   (4) deposition

12. Which mineral seems to be the most resist-
ant to change?   (1) quartz   (2) the feldspars
(3) amphibole   (4) biotite

13. It appears that over time plagioclase and
potassium feldspar can change mostly to
(1) quartz   (2) iron oxides   (3) amphibole
and biotite   (4) clay
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Base your answers to questions 14 through 24 on the map, lake profile, photograph, and the text
below.

Unintended Consequences at Lake Powell
We want carbon-free sources of energy. Hydroelectric power is an attractive 
alternative. However, every form of energy comes at an environmental price.
Sedimentation, or silting, is the environmental price of dams built to provide hy-
droelectric power.

The Glen Canyon Dam on the Col-
orado River was completed in 1964.Lake
Powell formed behind the dam. Sedi-
mentation occurs in Lake Powell because
the Colorado River is very rich in sedi-
ments. Since 1964, the Colorado’s nearly
100-million-ton average annual sediment
load has collected at the upper end of
Lake Powell. The sediments sinking to
the lake’s bottom will gradually fill the
submerged canyon. Scientists estimate
that sediment accumulation will force the
closing of the dam within 200 years. Sediment fill at the upper end of Lake Powell—2008



14. What geological process is filling Lake Pow-
ell?   (1) erosion   (2) weathering
(3) deposition   (4) crystallization

15. What is the major source of most of the sed-
iments flowing into Lake Powell?

(1) Sea of Cortez             (3) State of Arizona
(2) Rocky Mountains    (4) Mexico

16. In what general direction does the Colorado
River flow?   (1) southwest   (2) southeast
(3) northwest   (4) northeast

17. What is the straight-line distance from the
most northerly source of the Colorado
River to the place where it ends at the Sea
of Cortez?   (1) 300 miles   (2) 600 miles   
(3) 850 miles   (4) 950 miles

18. The Glen Canyon Dam is contributing to
what problem downstream in the Grand
Canyon?   (1) flooding   (2) warm water  
(3) deposition   (4) erosion

19. What is the greatest depth of sediments de-
posited in Lake Powell in the period be-
tween 1964 and 2005?   (1) 100 feet   (2) 200
feet   (3) 300 feet   (4) 400 feet

20. How many US states contain tributaries of
the Colorado River or border the river? 
(1) 1   (2) 3   (3) 5   (4) 7
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Another problem is that the water released from the dam is sediment-free.
This causes beaches to wash away in the Grand Canyon. Before the dam was
built, sand that washed away from the beaches was replaced by sediment carried
by the river. This kept the sandy banks in equilibrium. The loss of the beaches
will adversely affect rafting and camping down river as shores erode away to
bare rock.

Sedimentation of Lake Powell 1964–2005



21. What is the approximate distance from the
Glen Canyon Dam to the place where the
photo of sediment fill was taken?   (1) 40
miles   (2) 80 miles   (3) 120 miles   (4) 160
miles

22. The photo below shows two samples of
granite from the same part of the Rocky
Mountains. One of them was collected along
the Colorado River in the state of Colorado.
The second sample was collected about 500
miles downstream in Arizona.

Where were these two rocks found?   
(1) Rock A was recovered from Colorado
and B was from Arizona. (2) Rock A was
recovered from Arizona and B was from
Colorado. (3) Rock A was found at the cen-
ter of Lake Powell and B was at its source.
(4) Rock A was found in a riverbank and B
was found in a sand dune.

23. If the original shape of rock B was similar to
rock A, what process changed rock B?   
(1) wind abrasion       (3) metamorphism   
(2) abrasion in water  (4) crystallization

24. What major river-deposited landform is
shown in the photo of the upper end of Lake
Powell?   (1) a glacial deposit   (2) a sand
dune   (3) a delta   (4) a soil profile

25. Paved roads in the Adirondack Mountains
of New York State need more frequent re-
pairs than roads built to the same standards
on Long Island, New York. Why do the
Adirondack roads break down more
quickly?   (1) Long Island roads get more
traffic than the roads in the Adirondacks.
(2) Winter snows last longer on Long Island.
(3) Long Island is north of the Adirondacks.
(4) The Adirondacks have more freeze-thaw
cycles.

Rock A Rock B

26. A student quickly dumped the contents of a
beaker filled with particles of mixed sizes
into a tall transparent column filled with
water. Which diagram below best shows
how the sediments settled?

PART C

Base your answers to questions 27 through 30
on the diagram below, which shows changes in
the bedrock of a location in New York State.

27. What is the correct sequence of the changes
shown in these three diagrams?

28. According to the symbols in the Reference
Tables, what is the mineral composition of
this rock?

29. What kind of bedrock weathering is proba-
bly dominant in this location?

30. What is the end product of the weathering
and biological activity shown in this dia-
gram?

A B C
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Base your answers to questions 31 and 32 on
the image below, which was taken along an
ocean shoreline.

31. How did the large rocks get to the bottom of
the cliff?

32. State two ways in which the particles of sed-
iment along the beach have changed since
they were eroded from the steep area above
the beach.

33. Draw one layer of graded bedding.

Base your answers to questions 34 and 35 on
the diagram below, which represents sediments
being carried by a fast-moving stream.

34. According to the information in this dia-
gram, what is the largest type of particle that
the stream can transport?

35. Specify three characteristics of the dark par-
ticles bouncing along the bottom of the
stream that make them different from the
particles carried at midstream.

36. Give two characteristics of steam deposits
that are not usually found in sediments de-
posited by glaciers.

Base your answers to questions 37 through 40
on the three graphs below, which show the par-
ticle sizes of sediments found in three locations
in New York State. Each was deposited by a dif-
ferent agent of erosion and deposition. One lo-
cation is a sand dune near the shoreline on
eastern Long Island. One is a small hill com-
posed entirely of sediments. The third is from
the bottom of a fast-moving stream in the
Catskill Mountains of New York State.

37. Which sediment sample is probably from
the Catskill stream? How can you tell?

38. What is the most likely agent of erosion and
deposition for Deposit A?
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39. Name two characteristics of Deposit C that
help you identify it as a sand dune deposit.

40. What is the approximate average diameter
of the sediments in Deposit C? (Express
your answer in quantity and units.)
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Base your answers to questions 41 through 43 on the passage below.

Muck Soil
Muck, or bog soil, is a soil made up mostly of humus from drained swampland.
It is used in the United States for growing specialty crops such as onions, carrots,
celery, and potatoes.These crops can tolerate the poor drainage and lack of min-
erals. Farming on drained bogs is an important part of agriculture in southeast-
ern New York State, primarily in Orange County. The soil is deep, dark-colored,
and crumbles easily. It is often underlain by clay.

Muck has been hyped as miracle soil, capable of supporting vast yields. How-
ever, this does not hold up in reality. It is prone to problems, such as the fact that
it is very light and usually windbreaks must be provided to keep it from blowing
away when dry. It also can catch fire and burn underground for months. Oxida-
tion also removes a portion of the soil each year, so it becomes more and more
shallow.

41. What is humus?

42. The graph below represents a typical com-
position of muck soil. (Air is not included.)

The portion of the graph labeled Material X is
a substance very common in most soils but
mostly absent in muck. What is substance
X?

Organic
materials
(mostly
carbon)

Water

Material
"X"

Principal Solid & Liquid
Components of Muck Soil

43. The figure below shows the soil horizons of
a typical soil. Muck has a much thicker A
horizon than typical soils.What is the nature
of the material below the bottom of the C
horizon in the figure?

Soil horizons

A

B

C



Base your answers to questions 44 through 47 in the photo below of three girls walking in a na-
ture preserve.
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44. What is the agent of erosion that deposited
the sediment the girls are walking near?

45. Why does the size of the sedimentary parti-
cles decrease from boulders to clay in the di-
rection of the arrow?

46. What name is given to the kind of change in
the size of the sediments that you see in the
photo?

47. You can see boulders in the distance. If the
smallest boulder has a diameter of 25.6 cen-
timeters, how fast was the stream moving
that carried it?
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